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C; Progre Energy
PO Box 1551
411 Foyetteville Street Mall
Raleigh NC 27602

Serial: PE&RAS 04-010
January 26, 2004

Chief, Rules and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop T6-D59
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Subject: Comments on Draft Manual Actions Interim Acceptance Criteria
(68 FR 66501 and 68 FR 69730)

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Progress Energy is submitting the following comments related to the subject Federal
Register notices.

Progress Energy provides detailed comments in the Enclosure and encourages the NRC
to address the industry comments in the final rule.

Please contact me at (919) 546-4579 if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Tony Groblewski
Enclosure Supervisor - Corporate
CMI Regulatory Affairs
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2. Progress Energy requests that the staff clarify exactly what constitutes an
IILG.2 manual action.

It is proposed that the following manual operator actions are not 111.G.2 actions:

* Manipulation of controls outside the Control Room for M.G.3 fire areas

* Operations of switches and manually operated valves outside the MCR that
are manipulated during a normal shutdown sequence

* Actions not credited in the SSA that are for purposes other than Safe
Shutdown (SSD) (e.g., Equipment protection)

* Actions for mitigating high impedance faults per GL 86-10 guidance.

3. Progress Energy recommends that the staff clarify for which manual actions the
proposed feasibility criteria apply using the following definitions or similar
definitions provided by the NRC:

* Operator Manual Actions (manual actions): Those actions taken by
operators to perform manipulation of components and equipment from outside
the Main Control Room (MCR) to achieve and maintain post-fire safe
shutdown. These actions are performed locally by operators, typically at the
equipment.

a Operator Actions: Those actions taken by operators from inside the MCR to
achieve and maintain post-fire safe shutdown. These actions are typically
performed by the operator controlling equipment located remote from the
MCR.

* Unrecoverable Condition: In this context, an unrecoverable plant condition
is defined as one in which fuel damage has occurred, or will likely occur,
given a postulated plant condition.

* Unrecoverable Equipment Damage: In this context, unrecoverable
equipment damage is damage to safe shutdown equipment that cannot be
mitigated by subsequent (manual) actions. For example, the suction valve of
the normally running charging pump closes (spurious operation). That
charging pump has been credited for shutdown in that fire area and damage
occurs before the condition can be mitigated.
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4. Progress Energy recommends that the staff provide a clarification of the
applicability (e.g. hot shutdown) of the Manual Action Feasibility criteria.

A reasonable approach is that the criteria apply to hot shutdown manual operator
actions that are needed to be implemented within 8 hours from the start of the plant
shutdown. This is consistent with GL 86-10 Section 3 clarification of M.G.2 and
Appendix R Section III emergency light requirements. Also, to support this
comment, a proposed definition of cold shutdown repairs follows:

• Replacement of damaged components to restore operability of equipment.

* Fuse removal and subsequent replacement for a control circuit to recover from
the effects of a fire. Removal of cartridge- or plug-type fuses, in which the
action to remove the fuse is analogous to operating a circuit breaker, may be
acceptable as a manual action provided the fuse is easily identifiable and
accessible. Fuse removal, as a manual action will be addressed on a case-by-
case basis. Fuse replacement is always considered a repair.

* Replacement of cabling

* Modifications (e.g., wiring changes to systems or components to restore
operability of equipment)

* Manual actions requiring a tool are considered repairs. Operator aids for
valve manipulation or circuit breaker operation are nor considered tools.

S. Progress Energy recommends that the following process be considered as one
means to address 'Demonstration' timing issues and the new 'Complexity and
Number' criteria:

The intent of these steps is to transition the focus from individual manual actions that
restore system functions to the process to evaluate and incorporate these actions into
procedures on afire area basis. Progress Energy methodology to address the
complexity and number of manual actions and timing issues is included here.

5.7 Prioritization of ManualActions.

The Fire Induced Circuit Failure Positions establishes the design methodology
for evaluating circuitfailure, including number and type (concurrent or
sequential) spurious actuations that will be postulated on afire area basis. The
intent of this section is to prioritize actions resulting from those postulated
spurious actuations and failures based on rime and consequences. Table S-]
provides general guidelines to establish prioriry of actions. All high, medium,
and low priority actions need to be addressed by the appropriate type of
procedure as discussed in section 5.2.
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Table 5-1 Prioritization of Manual Actions

Priority Descyiption Comments

High Preemptiveactions that are needed These manual actions are typically only
to preclude damage of SSA credited used for control room evacuation (such as
equipment or an unrecoverable the scram) or as part of a set of interim
event, compensatory measures. They may also

be used to simplify later actions to respond
to a spurious actuation (such as closing a
PORV block valve at first indication of a
fire).

Medium The recovery of components subject Multi-conductor, multi-component cables
to a single spurious actuation or (as addressed in FICF Paper) are not
failure, which, if left unmitigated, considered independent and would be
could result in an unrecoverable included as a medium priority.
conditions or equipment damage.

Low* Components or systems that are The likelihood of getting independent
subject to unrecoverable conditions multiple concurrent/sequenrialfailures iv
or equipment damage only in the low. Defense in depth is provided by the
event of two independent spurious fact that two independent failures are
operations. required to reach the unrecoverable

condition and/or equipment damage.
Not Components or systems that are
Required* subject to unrecoverable

conditions or equipment
damage only in ihe event of
three or more independent
spurious operations.

* Components or systems that are
NJOT subject to unrecoverable
conditions or equipment
damage in the event of two
independent spurious
operations.

* These categories are considered as part of a revised SSA design methodology.
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When evaluating the prioritization of manual actions note that the control room
evacuation guidance provided in Generic Leifer 86-10 Response to Question 3.8.4 states
in part: "'.. Note that the only manual action in the control room prior to evacuation
usually given credirfor is the reactor trip. For any additional control room actions
deemed necessary prior to evacuation, a demonstration of the capability ofperforming
such actions would have to be provided. Additionally, assurance would have to be
provided that such actions could not be negated by subsequent spurious actuation signals
resultingfrom the postulated fire."

5.2 Fire Area Complexity

Fire areas shall be categorized by relative complexity of actions. Those that have
a large number of actions or potentially competing high priority actions may need
to utilize directive plant operations procedures after the criteria for entry into that
evolution is met. Effectively all plant responses are symptom based. Even those
areas with directive procedure responses will need symptoms to trigger the
criteria for entry.

Table 5-2 Fire Area Complexity

Fire Area Description Procedure TreatComments
Complexity
High Area has a large nunber of

actions or potenrially
comnpeting high priority
actions.

* Define symptoms
and /or criteria* that
require entry into the
fire area specific
procedure section.

* Once a section is
entered, directive
steps are provided to
address critical
plant functions.

Steps may not
necessarily address
every component
loss/spurious actuation
identified in the fire
area, but positive
control of plant
functions is
demonstrated by use of
SSA credited, available
SSCs.

Small number of actions List potential spurious
that can easily be handled actuation and remedy by
by shift personnel. fire area.

Few generic manual Generic actions are
actions or no manual included in top levelfire
actions. response procedure or

procedure section. No
specialfire area
treatment is needed.
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*-Typical conditionsfor entry into a procedure to address a high complexityfire area
include:

* Location, size and severity of thefire

• Effect of the fire on credited safe shutdown equipment

* Limiting Conditionsfor Operation resultingfromfire

* Control room habitability

• Effect of the fire on balance of plant

5.3 Determination of Recovery Time Frames

In the supplementary information presented in the promulgation of Appendix R,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission stares in part: '...it is nor possible to predict
the specific conditions under whichfires may occur and propagate. Based on
this statement, itfollows that it would not be possible to predict the exact
behavior and interaction of plant systems given afire. Historically, the
magnitude, duration or complexity of afire cannot be foreseen to the extent of
predicting the timing and quantity of circuitfailures. The NRC has drafted
guidance for the number of spurious actuations required to be considered during
inspections. Progress Energy has developed a Fire Induced Circuit Failure
(FICF) analysis that establishes the requirementsfor perfonning future SSA
analysis. The Progress Energy LICF paper and sections 5.1 and 5.2 provide the
basis consideration of multiple spurious actuations. Multiple spurious actuations
or signals originatingfromfire-induced circuitfailures may occur as a result of a
postularedfire. However, they are not expected to occur concurrently unless the
spurious operations are caused by the fire-inducedfailure in circuits thar can
affect multiple components.

A review shall be performed to determine limiting thermo-hydraulic time frames
to unrecoverable conditions or equipment damage for criticalfiunctions that could
resultfromJ7re-induced equipmenrfailures and spurious component actuations.
This review will summarize the applicable calculations and evaluations that are
utilized to address the recovery of the required safe shutdown success paths.
These evaluations/calculationsfocus on restoration offire damaged success paths
rather than focusing on specific component losses and the order in which they
occur. For exatnple for the make-up and purification system, a bounding
calculation that identifies the imne frame required to establish nmake-up (one of the
success paths evaluated in thefire study) rather than determining which
components are required to be lost in a particular order.
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The rimneframes that resuitfrom these evaluations and calculations would not be
'absolute values" for acceptability of operator action or system performance, rather they
would provide the maximum time available for mitigation to occur. The results from the
calculations and analysis, in conjunction with considerations of the likelihood of the
event, will be used to help prioritize the order in which manual actions are to be
performed in response ro fire. While rhis isparticularly importanrfor the alternative
shutdown scenarios (i.e., response to a Control Room fire), it is also important in
addressing responses to other challengingfire scenarios.

5.3.1 Engineering Calculation Initial Conditions and Assumptions

Regulatory and guidance documents do not provide guidance as to the initial
status of the plant. Some information can be obrainedfront GL 81-12 in that the
regulation does not require single failures or other plant accidents (e.g., stuck
open valves). Since there is no definitive guidance the following will be used:

The plant is stable at 100% power.

a All plant systems are operating nornally at the onset of the fire.

o Tank levels are "normal" (at set point, not low level)

o The number ofpumps normally running are running (i.e., if 2 charging
pumps are normally in service at 00% power, then that is the initial
condition of the system)

o The system line-up is normal (i.e., any special lineups are not in affect
at the initiation of the event)

* The spurious actuation occurs. This shall be assessed on a success path
basis. Every success path (function) affected by the fire in an area shall be
considered. This means that if charging, auxiliary feedwater, and component
cooling water are all in the area, they will all be affected. Each success path
will be evaluated independenyly.

* Forfire areas where the offsite power source is not protected or where offsite
power must be postulated, a loss of offsite power is assumed to occur
concurrent with the reactor trip. Note that components must be evaluated in
both their normal and loss of power position.
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5.3.2 Evolution of Timeline

The regulatory or guidance documents reviewed do not provide guidance on when and
how thefire-induced plant transient is initiated. The following will be used when
preparing a manual action feasibility study.

Event Timeline

Ovgraaom nTlrntn | tcr tge
Ramn Trwsner Thne

q - fire begins
1w - fire alarm

- spurious actuation occurs
- operatortips reactor
t~r - operator responsels)

test - goal parameter (s) out of acceptable range (lost)
- goal recovery
- unrecoverable condition is reached (fuel cladding damage)

* Afire occurs in afire area inthe plaInt. This is depicted as tfon the figure above.

* An alarm is received in the Control Room. This is represented as rI on the figure
above. The Operations staff becomes aware that there is afire. 7They continue to
operate the plant normally. They refer to the appropriate procedures that provide
guidance as to what safe shutdown systems may be impacted.

Note: Availability offire detection in the area orjustificarion of alternative means of
detection approaches is required for all locations a manual action is crediredforfire
SSD. Other means of derection such as equipment aarmns ad/or personnel
observations may be credited as long as the system tining is supportive. Suppression
in the area is another example of a plantfeature that could be credited to allow more
time for detection of the fire.

Basis: There is an assumed, unspecified time delay between the Initiation of the fire
and the receipt of thefirst alann. A low energy fire that results in a delay of the fire
alarm is assumed to have a commensurate delay in causing the spurious actuation.
Therefore the exact timing of the start of thefire is typically not needed. The safe
shutdown procedures do not require immediate shutdown upon the receipt of afire
alarm. The fire area complexity (high, medium, or low) drives the type of operations
procedure used.
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At a subsequent, unspecified time, a spurious operation (mal-operazion) occurs or the
entry condizion(s)for a directive shutdown procedure is met (see fire area complexity
definitions above). This is represented as tp. The planrshutdown is initiated in
accordance with plant procedures (tn).

* Actions that are pre-emptive in nature are taken after tat..

The plant transient is miligated with the credited success path identified to continue
safe shutdown (t,).

Note: It is recognized rhar parameters relative to SSA performance goals may trend
outside the desired range (titJ during the event. Operations personnel will continue
to respond to thefire-induced transient by maintaining and/or returning the plant to
the desired conditions to meet the performance goals (tdr) and thereby avoiding
unrecoverable conditions or equipment damage (r, ,. FP licensing condition change
evaluation may be necessary for some indications out of range even though an
unrecoverable condition (fuel clad damage, rupture of any primary coolant
boundary, or rupture of the containment boundary) did not occur. (An example is
pressurizer level. Some cases have NRC approval generically such as the BWR
reactor water level when SRVs and low pressure systems are credited.) NRC interim
criteria for Complexity and Number includes:

Analyses of the postulatedfire time line shall demonstrate that there is sufficient
time to travel to each action location and perform the action required to support
the associated shwtdown function(s) such that an unrecoverable condition(s) does
not occur.

Basis: While the time for diagnosis will vary, the important timeframe ro be
considered is the time to goal recovery after the OperatorAction (s) such that the
plant does not reach an unrecoverable condition nor is there unrecoverable
equipment damage. The Operations timeline will be mneasuredfrom reactor trip until
the transient is mitigated. The plant transient timeline will be developedfrom lime of
the spurious actuation to the time the plant is placed in an unrecoverable conditions
or unrecoverable equipment damage.

The determination that the time to perfonn an operator action is acceptable will be based
on successfully reaching tZ, prior to reaching tR, .
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6 Progress Energy recommends that the following process be recognized as one
means to address 'Environmnental Considerations' criteria:

The table below provides guidance as to the nature and extent of evaluation requiredfor
environmental considerations.

Environmental Condition Evaluations

Item Case for Consideration Extent of Evaluation
1 Operator required to enter intofire Quantitative evaluation of

area of concern within the first hour Smoke and toxic gases
or before thefire is extinguished. Temperature

Radiation

2 Operator required to travel through Qualitative evaluation of
the fire area of concern within thefirst * Smoke and toxic gases
hour or before the fire is extinguished. Temperature

a Radiation

3 Operator required to enter intofire None required.
area of concern after the first hour or
after the fire is extinguished

4 Operator required to travel through None required.
the fire area of concern after the first
hour or after the fire is extinguished
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7 Progress Energy recommends that the following process be recognized as one
means to address 'Equipment Preconditions' criteria:

The following cases will be used to determine scope of equipment requiring additional
consideration and possible additional evaluation:

Equipment Survivability Evaluations

Item Case for Consideration Extent of Evaluation

I Equipment in the fire area of concern is Evaluation that equipment can survive the
requiredfor manual actions fire. Generically, items such as pipe and

mechanical valves are assumed to survive
thefire. No additional analysis will be
performed.

Handheldflashlighrs should be required as
a backup to fixed emergency lighting in the
fire area of concern.

2 Equipment outside the area, but manual Evaluate to determine that equipment is
operation is potentially affected by cable available manually in accordance with
faults in the fire area of concern (e.g., IN NEI/NRC resolution of IN92-18 issue.
92-18 issue).

3 Equipment outside the area, but Address conflicts betweenfirefighting
potentially affected byfirefighting activities (assembly area, point offire area
activities. entry, etc.) and manual actions including

access paths in Pre-fire Plans.

4 Equipment and cable outside the area, No additional analysis for equipment effects.

butpotentially affected by smoke due to Sandia National Labs generated a series of
11HVA C flows and spatial boundaries. NUREG/CR, specifically addressing smoke

effects on electrical equipment. The last
report in the series is NVUREGICR-6597
"Results and Insights on the Impact of Smoke
on Digital Control". T7is report indicated
that smoke affects is a long-term event
(relative to fire andfirefighting activities).


